Abstract-This paper tackles the NP-complete problem of programming for finding an initial solution and try various academic class scheduling (or timetabling 
I. INTRODUCTION soft constraints as possible. As a case study, 2007 -2008 Fall Semester is handled. This problem consists of 5 classes Themon Uroblemthatalmosteveryuniversity CoursesTim Poiso (including postgraduate classes) with 5 classrooms and a common problefm that almost every university has to solve, shared laboratory. In this case, any constraint related with
The basic defilnitiont states that UCTP is a task of assiglnring the casom sinrdsc saaiyo h om rro events of a university (lectures, activities, etc) to the various alability, inoee huclashasaits ow clasroomi omputer ' '~~~~~~~a vailablity, sinLce each class has its own classroolm inL colmputer resources such as lecturers, classrooms and time slots. This is done by minimizing the violations of a predefined set of 8 ineestructors in this casTotaly tereuae durations cag change contlstraints. Intl other words no teachern tno class or no roochng chonstraints rworethanords, in tanher,o n or nom oo between 3 and 5, but the lectures that take 5 time slots are should appearso morthan onetablinga perioblemsdeofctime.in divided as 3 slots for theoretical and 2 slots for laboratory Therere e as erltimetimgprblems scribedbinth lectures. Hence, the laboratory lessons are considered as a literature such as exaimination timetabling, school timsetabling, separate lesson of which duration is 2 time slots and they are employee tilmetabling, etc.. All these problems share silmilar assigned to the laboratory. There can be lmaximum 8 Furthermore, the number of violated soft constraints are tried
Cg: Preferences of instructors should be fulfilled.
to be minimized.
The model of the case study problem is modeled according III. SIMULATED ANNEALING METHOD to the definition of constraint satisfaction problem. A con-
The application of Simulated Annealing (SA) to the straint satisfaction problem is a triple (Z, D, C) where Z is a timetabling problem is relatively straight forward. The parfinite set of variables {1X, X2 ?... ** }, D is a function which ticles are replaced by elements. The system energy can be maps every variable in Z to a set of objects of arbitrary type, defined by the timetable cost for timetable modeling. An initial i.e., D Z -* finite set of objects (of any type). Dx,, the allocation is made in which elements are placed in a randomly domain of xi, is taken as the set of objects mapped from xi chosen period. The initial cost and an initial temperature by D. These objects are called possible values of xi and the are computed. To determine the quality of the solution, the set DxiI C is a finite (possibly empty) set of constraints on an cost has a critical role in the algorithm just as the system arbitrary subset of variables in Z. In other words, C is a set of energy role in the quality of a particle being annealed. The sets of compound labels. Because course scheduling problem temperature is used to control the probability of an increase is a real life problem which has plenty of constraints, it is in cost and can be likened by the temperature of a physical categorized under the optimization problem. Hence the triple particle [3] . definition of the constraint satisfaction problem (denoted by
The change in cost is the difference of two costs; one of W) becomes quadruple (Z, D, C, F) where F is the objective them is the first cost that is before the perturbation and the function that indicates the quality of the solution. Formally, second one is the cost after the randomly chosen element is we denote with cs(P) the solution of P by any constraint changed of an activity. The element is moved if the change in satisfaction method [1] . Similarly, we use sa(P) to denote the cost is accepted, either because it lowers the system cost, or solution of P by simulated annealing.
the increase is allowed at the current temperature. According
Starting from a good point for searching a feasible solution to the timetabling problem model, the cost of removing an is a very critical step in simulated annealing. We use constraint element usually consists of a class cost, an instructor cost and satisfaction methods for an initial timetable satisfying all the a room cost. hard constraints and some of the soft constraints. Subsequently SA is an iterative method and a typical SA algorithm accepts for fine tuning, we use simulated annealing in order to opti-a new solution if its cost is lower than the cost of the current mize a given objective function, F. This optimization allows solution in each iteration. Even if the cost of the new solution us to take into account the soft constraints more effectively.
is greater, there is a probability of this solution to be accepted.
With this acceptance criterion it is then possible to climb out
The model consists of a set of resources and a set of activ-.. where n is the number of activities, w1 is the weight hood. It randomly chooses one activity and one slot. The and Ti is the number of time slots which are forbidden chosen slot is assigned as the start time of the selected to the activities. activity (see Fig. 2 ). Please note that Slot(ac) depicts 2) If the same instructor is assigned to two activities at the the starting slot of activity ac. same time;
2) Swapping Neighborhoods (SWN): The second algon-1 n rithm selects randomly two activities and swaps their Fc2 = w2 l E ij (2) start times (see Fig. 3 ). 
{ acl := selectLrandom-activityl 0 ac2 := selectrandom-activity2(; sl := Slot(acl);
where n is the number of activities, Xi is the number Slot(acl) := Slot(ac2); of time slots which are given to lectures i, it is a Slot(ac2) := sl; boolean variable which becomes true when the course is separated into two days and W4 is the weight. 
one can get rid of hinging on local minima. 
